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1. Introduction. 
Let y be a finitely additive probability defined on all subsets of 
the set N of positive integers. (The main body of the paper will consider 
probabilities on an arbitrary set.) If y is countably additive, it is 
well known that there exists a unique countably additive probability which 
assigns to each subset of ~(= N x N x ••• ) of the form 
(z e ~lz. e A., i = 1, ••• , j), j e N, A. c N, 1 < i < j, 
l. l. 1.- - -
the probability 
by these sets. 
j 
rr y(A.), and whose domain is the sigma-algebra generated 
l. i=l 
Is there a counterpart to this product measure theorem 
in the case that y is not countably additive? In the first place, it 
is easy to see what probabilities should be assigned to the subsets of 
JI which depend on only finitely many coordinates. However, once there, 
the conventional methods, relying as they do on the countable additivity 
· of y, give no indication as to what the values of the measure should 
be on a wider class of sets. In much greater generality this problem has 
already been considered by Lester Dubins and the late Leonard Savage in 
their book [2]. In order to surmount the apparent arbitrariness involved 
in the extension, Dubins and Savage require that a certain natural condition 
be satisfied, which for the special case being considered here, reduces to the 
following: 
{1.1) TT(D) = J TT{Dx}dy{x). 
N 
Here TT is the extension-to-be, D Sr/', Dx= {z e·~l{x, z1 , z2 , ••• ) e D). 
For reasons given in [2·, pp. 12-20] but too lengthy to present here, it is 
natural to ask that (1.1) holds for all sets D which are clopen (simultaneously 
N 
closed and open) in the product topology on N determined by assigning N 
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the discrete topology. Then, although Dubins and Savage do not do this 
directly, their method can easily be adapted to show that there is exactly 
one finitely additive probability TT which is defined on the clopen subsets 
of r/1 and which satisfies (1;1) for all clopen D. 
To compare this situation with the countably additive one described 
in the opening paragraph, note that the collection of clopen sets in NN 
includes properly the collection of sets which depend on finitely many 
coordinates. However, the clopen &ets form a much smaller class than the 
domain of the conventional product measure. In fact, the latter coincides 
with the sigma-algebra generated by the former. This is the point of 
departure of our efforts. Is it possible to extend TT in some natural 
way to a larger collection of sets? One time-honored way to proceed in 
such a situation takes place in two stages. First take the measure of 
each open set to be the supremm of the measures of the clopen sets contained 
within it, and the me8$ure of each closed set to be one minus the measure 
of its complement. ~econd, form the collection of all sets which can b~ 
approximated from without by an open set and within by a closed set in 
such a way that the difference of their measures can be made arbitrarily small. 
It is clear how the extension should be defined on these sets. 
It is not difficult to show that all this works out to gi~e an extension 
of TT to an algebra of sets containing the open sets (Theorem 2.1). The 
next question is: how large is this algebra? For example, does it contain 
all sets which are countable intersections of open sets? We found this 
question difficult, even in such a special case, and the results to follow 
come from our attempt to answer it. Our answer, in rather greater generality, 
(see Theorem 8.1 bel~) is yes. Perhaps of more probabilistic interest, 
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the methods used in establishing Theorem 8.1 allow us to state and prove 
... finitely additive counterparts of both the Borel-Cantelli lemmas and the 
Strong Law of Large Numbers (Theorems 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3). Finally, if 
y is countably additive, our extension of TT is just the conventional 
countably additive product measure {see Section 10) and so our methods 
are consistent with the usual procedures. 
-
-
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2. Basic Framework. 
Throughout, probabilities and probability measures are fini~ely additive 
unless explicitly stated otherwise. Let N be the positive integers 
and X an arbitrary non-empty set. N Let H = X = X X X X ••• and give 
H the product topology determined by assigning X the discrete topology. 
Subsets of H which are simultaneously closed and open in this topology 
will be referred to as clopen. (Strictly speaking, any of the topology 
in what follows is logically dispensable, and perhaps even a little 
distracting. But it does offer the convenience of familiarity.) 
The following theorem states that any probability on the clopen sets 
of H may be extended uniquely by conventional methods to an algebra 
containing all the open sets. We are grateful to Dubins and Savage for 
letting us study some of their unpublished work on a similar extension. 
In particular, the key idea in the proof is a reduction principle for open 
sets {see Lemma 3.1 below) which we learned from them. 
Theorem. 
Let ~ be a finitely additive probability defined on the clopen 
subsets of H. Then there is a unique finitely add:f.tive probability A 
\al such that 
{i) the domain of A is an algebra a of sets containing the open 
sets; 
{ii) A extends ~; 
{iii) if O is open and 6 > O, there is a clopen set K such that 
Kc o and A{K) > A{o) - 6; 
(iv) A€ a if and only if, for every positive e, there are O open, 
c closed such that Cc Ac O and A(o - c) < e. 
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The proof is given in Section 3. The only preliminaries needed to 
• read Section 3 are the definitions of stop rule, and incomplete stop rule, 
given below. 
... 
-- . 
At this point it is reasonable to inquire, for example, whether or not 
the G of Theorem 1 contains the G6
1s (countable intersections of open 
sets) but we do not know the answer to this. The next three paragraphs 
introduce a class of probabilities, the "probabilities determined by 
strategies," for which we have shown it does. This class, first considered 
by Dubins and Savage, is essential to our proof, which typically involves 
working with all of its members·simultaneously. 
* Let X be the set of all finite sequences of members of X, including 
* the empty one. A strategy a is a function which assigns to each p e X 
a probability measure a{p), defined on all subsets of X. The probability 
assigned by a to the empty sequence will be denoted· a0 • Informally, a 
strategy generates a chance sequence {x1 ,x2 ,x3, ••• ) of members o~ X in the 
following manner: let x1~be chosen at random according to cr0 , let x2 be 
chosen according to cr(x1), x3 · to be chosen according to cr(x1 , x2 ), 
and so on. For the special case considered in the introduction, X = N and 
the corresponding strategy is the (constant) function which assigns y to all 
* members of N. 
Before stating the precise sense in which a strategy determines a 
probability on the clopen subsetr of H, a few preliminaries will be required. 
* * Let p, q e X and . h e H. Then pq is the member of X whose terms 
consist of the te~-ms of p followed by the terms of q, and ph is the 
member of H whose terms consist of the terms of p followed by the terms 
of h. If K ~ H, Kp ={he Hlph e K}. If w is a function defined on H, 
wp is defined by wp: h .... w(ph); he H. If p consists of a single term 
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x e X, Kp will be written Kx and wp will be written wx. If er 
* is a strategy and p e X , a[p] is the conditional strategy defined by 
a[p](q) = cr(pq), all * q e X • If p = (x), x e X, a[p] will be written 
a[xJ. If S is any set 18 , the indicator of S, is the function which is 
1 on S and O off s. 
For the next few paragraphs only, let g be the set of all strategies 
and C be the set of all bounded functions on H to the real line which 
are conth1uous when the latter is endowed with the discrete topology. Then 
there exists a unique real-valued function E, defined on g x C, such 
that for every (a, w) e 3 x C, 
E(a, c) = c, for every constant c, 
(2.1) 
E(cr, w) = J E(a[x], wx)da0(x). 
Further, for each a e 3, the function w ~ E(cr, w), we C, is a positive 
linear functional on C. Then the probability determined by! strategy cr 
is defined to be the set function K _. E(a, 1x), K clopen. 
The proof of the claims of the preceding paragraph, given in Section 
'- 2.8 of [2], is a transfinite recursion argument which turns on the fact 
that C can be arranged in an ordinally indexed hierarchy in such a way 
- that wx, for x e X, is always "below" w in the hierarchy, for all nonconstant w € c. 
The idea of the inductive step, is that once E has been defined for all 
pairs of the form (cr, wx) it can be extended up the hierarchy to (cr, w) by 
• using (2.1). A precise definition of this hierarchy will not be presented 
here. It appears in Section 2.7 of [2]. An understanding of the contents 
- of this section of [2], especially the notion of the structure of a function 
in C, will be required in order to follow some of the main arguments of 
this paper. In particular, ilstructure of a clopen set K" will be used 
here to refer to the structure of lK. 
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To digress briefly, the process of defining E amounts, loosely, 
to extending all strategies si11n1ltaneouslypto linear functionals on C. 
However, it is not necessary, only convenient, to extend this far in 
order to define probabilities uniquely on the clopen subsets of H. Nor 
is it necessary to work with the set of all strategies. The class 3 
.may be replaced by any R ~ 3 provided it has the property that cr e R 
and x e X implies cr[x] e R. The existence of E then takes the 
following more modest form. There is a unique function ~ defined for 
all {a, K) with cr e R, K clopen such that 
~(a,~)= O, ~(a, H) = 1, 
for all a e ~, K clopen. Further, for each fixed a, the function 
K ~ ~{cr, K), K clopen, is a probability. The proof is essentially 
the same as that for E. For an example, let X = N, y be a probability 
on N, and R have as its sole member the strategy which assigns y to 
* all members of N. Then ~ gives the extension TT claimed to exist 
in the introduction. Finally, the ~ are all consistent with E: 
~(cr, K) = E(a, lK) for a e R, K clopen, and any ~ (such that cr e R, 
x e X implies a[x] e R). 
If cr is a strategy, it determines, as just indicated the probability 
~: K ~ E(cr, lK), K clopen. For this ~, let a(a) be the algebra 
determined by Theorem 1, and with some harmless ambiguity, let a be the 
probability 1 determined by the same theorem. This convention will 
be in force from now on. 
A stop~ is a function r: H ~ N such that if h, h' belong to 
H and h. = h! i = 1, ••• , r(h), then r(h) = r(h'). A clopen set K 
1 1 
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-is said to be determined by~ r, provided that he K, h' € H and 
• hi= h~, i = 1, ••• , r(h) implies h' e K. A sequence of stop rules 
-
r 1 , r 2 , ••• is said to be strictly increasing provided r 1(h) < r 2{h) < ... , 
for all h e H. 
An incomplete stop~ is a function t: H ~NU {co) such that if 
t(h) < co and hi= hf, i = 1, ••• , t(h), then t(h) = t(h'). If t 
is an incomplete stop rule, the set [t <co](= {he Hlt{h) < co)) is open. 
Conversely, if O is open there is an incomplete stop rule t such that 
0 = [t <co]. One such t, the minimal incomplete stop~ associated with 
9, is defined by taking t(h) to be the least k (if any) such that if 
h' e H and hf= hi, i = 1, ••• , k, then h' e o; if no such k exists, 
t(h) = co. 
Finally, there is a basic integration formula which will often be 
called upon. To render it more readable, the value of E at (cr, w) will 
be denoted j w(h)da(h). Also, set pn(h) = (h1 , ••• , hn) for he H, n c N; 
and, if s is a stop rule i;;et p (h) = p (h) where n = s{h). Then if 
s n 
cr is a strategy 
(2.2) cr(K) = r a[p (h)]Kp (h)dcr(h) J S 8 
for all clopen K. The special case of {2.2) obtained by taking s = 1, 
after a standard change of variable, is just the condition (2.1). The 
·formula (2.2) is proved from this special case by induction on the structure 
of p
8
• A slightly more _general version of (2~2) is formula 2.7.1 in [2]. 
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Before proceeding to the proof, the following lemma. and corollaries 
are required. These are well known in some circles {e.g., logicians) 
but included here for completeness. 
Lennna 1. 
V V 
Let 0, 0 be open sets in H. Then there exist P, P open such that 
V y 
p ~ o, p so, 
y y 
PUP= 0 U 0, 
V 
and P, P are disjoint. 
Proof: 
Let t, l V be the minimal incomplete stop rules associated with O, 0 
respectively. Set 
P = [t <w, t ~ t], y y I= [t < w, t > tJ. 
y 
The claimed properties of P, P are easily verified. CJ 
Corollary 1. 
V V 
Let Kc OU O where K is clopen and O, 0 are open. Then there 
exists L, L clopen such that 
V V 
L·S;O, LcO 
V 
LUL=K 
V 
and L, L are disjoint. 
Proof: 
y 
Using the P, P of the preceding lemna, set 
V V 
L=K nP, L =K nP. 0 
Corollary 2. 
V 
If C, C are closed and disjoint there exists K clt,pen with K :::> C 
V 
and K disjoi_nt from C. 
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Proof: 
y y 
In Lemma 1, let O, O be the complements of C, C respectively. 
Then take K to be P. D 
Proof of Theorem 1: 
The uniqueness of l is easily verified. The existence proceeds in 
two stages. First, set 
1}(0) = sup{~(K) I K clopen, KS: 0) 
for each open set O. Plainly, 
11<0> + 11<0> :511<0 u o> 
y . 
for O, 0 q,en disjoint. For the other inequality, which does not 
y y y 
require that O, 0 be disjoint, let KS OU o. Then, using the L, L 
of Corollary 1, 
~(K) = ~(L) + ~(L) :51}(0) + 11(0) 
It follows that ~ is finitely additive and subadditive on the open 
subsets. of H. This completes the first stage of the extension. 
For the second stage, set 
* 11 (A)= inf(1}(0) I O open, 0 2A) 
for every A~ H; and a to be the collection of all A~ H satisfying: 
For every c > o, there exi$t O open, C closed with 
c c Ac 0 and 11*(0 - c) < e. 
Then verify the following, where A, B are arbitrary subsets of H. 
* * (a) If A~ B, 11 (A) :5 1} (B). 
* * * (b) 1} (A U B) ~-1} {A) + 1} (B). This requir.es the subadditivity of T]. 
(c) a is an algebra of sets. 
* * * (d) If A~ B, ~ (B) - 1} (A)~ 11 (B - A). 
- 10 -
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(e) If A e u, 
* * 11 (A)= sup{1} (c} I c closed, c sA). 
This follows easily from the definition of a, (d), and (a). 
(f) If C, D are closed,disjoint 
11*(c u D) = 11*(c) + 11*(0) • 
Given e > O, there is an O open such that O _2C U D and 
* 1}(0) ~ Tl (c U D) + e. Using Corollary 2 (or even the normality of 
V V 
H) there are open disjoint Q, Q such that Q ? C, Q ? D. Then 
'Tl(o) ~ 11(0 n (Q u Q)) = 11(0 n Q) + 11(0 n ci) • 
. * * * It follows that 'Tl (c U D) > 'Tl (c) + Tl (D). 
(g) If A, B belong to a and are disjoint, 
1}*(A U B) = 11*{A) + ~*(B). 
Use (b), (e), (f). 
(h) The open sets bet ong to a. To see this, let e > 0 and O 
be open. There is a K clopen such that Kc O and µ,(K) > Tl(O) - e. 
* Then verify that 11 (o - K) < e. 
The theorem now follows by taking 
to a. 
* 1 to be the restriction of Tl 
Definition. 
If 1 is as in Theorem 1, 
* 1 (A)= inf(l(0) 0 open, 0 _2A) 
l*(A) = sup(l(C) C closed, C S A) 
for all Ac H. 
Corollary 1. 
If l, a are as in ·Theorem 1, n coincides with the collection of 
* ·-. all A c H such that 1 (A) = liA). 
- 11 -
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Finally, the fact that open sets can be approximated in measure from 
within by clopen sets may be recast in the following form, which we have 
often found useful. This result was already known to Dubins and Savage. 
Corollary 2. 
Let O be open and t any incomplete stop rule for which O = [t < oo]. 
Then, if X is as in Theorem 1, 
x(o) = sup l[t ~ s] 
s 
where the supremum is taken over all stop rules s. 
Proof: 
The set [t ~ s] is elope~ and a subset of O. Further, for any 
clopen Kc O there is a stop rule s such that s(h) = t(h), for all 
he K. (see Theorem 2.11.1 in (21) These two facts, along with Theorem 
2.1 (iii), imply the equality. CJ 
- 12 -
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4. A Fubini Theorem. 
The basic result of this section is a straightforward extension 
of the formula (2.2) of Section 2. 
Theorem 1. 
Let a be a strategy. For every A S H, 
* * a (A)= J a[x] (Ax)da0(x), and 
a*(A) = J a[x]*(Ax)dcr0(x). 
Proof: 
The conclusion holds for clopen sets. It is next established for 
open sets. 
If Ks o, IOC s ox; so that 
a(O) = sup a(K) = sup J a[x](Kx)do-0(x) ~J a[x](Ox)dcr0{x), 
where the sup is taken over all clopen sets KS O. 
For the opposite inequality, let e > o. If O is open, Ox is open, 
and so, for each x e X there is a K(x) S OK with K{x) clopen and 
a[x]K(x) ~ a[x](~) - e. Define K by Kx = K(x) for all x. Then 
K is clopen, KS O, and 
a(O) ~ a(K) = J a[x](Kx)da0(x·) ~ J a[x]{Ox)da0{x) - e. 
The argument just given can be easily adapted now to give the first 
equation in Theorem 1. The second equation follows from the first together 
* C with the fact that a*(A) = 1 - a (A ) • 0 
Corollary 1. 
Let a be a strategy and s a stop rule. Then, for every A~ H, 
* * a (A) =f a[p
8
(h)] (Ap8 (h))da(h), and 
a*(A) = J a[p8 (h)]*(Ap8 (h))da(h). 
- 13 -
... 
This corollary extends Theorem 1, and is proved fran it by induction 
on the structure of p. 
s 
*" Notice that, if A e a(o-), then, by Theorem 1, J o-[x] (Ax)do-0(x) 
= J o-[x]*(Ax)do-0{x). Nevertheless, it can happen that Ax h a(o-[x]) for 
all x even when A e a(o-) • 
- 14 -
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5. The Measure of Countable Intersections. 
It is easy to verify that 
00 00 
(5.1) P( n A)= P(A1) rr P(A IA1 n ••• n A 1) 1 n 2 n n-
when P is a countably additive probability and both sides are well-defined. 
For a finitely additive P, the left side of (5.1) can be smaller than the 
right. However, the theorems of this section give fornrulas analogous 1D (5.1) 
which are appropriate even in a finitely additive setting. In particular, 
Theorem 4 states that (5.l) holds for "independent events." 
Let· {Kn) be a sequence of clopen sets and let {r) be a 
n 
strictly increasing sequence of stop rules such that, for every positive 
integer n, K is determined. by time r. 
n n 
Define, for every n e N and 
he H, q (h) = p (h). 
n r 
n 
of numbers satisfying O < a < 1 
- n -
Finally, let (an} be a sequence 
for all n and let o be a strategy. 
Theorem 1. 
If cr(K1) 2: a 1 and if, for all n = 1,2, ••• 
00 00 
cr[qn(h)](Kn+lqn(h)) 2: an+l' then o( ~ Ki) 2: ~ ai. 
Proof: 
00 
n 
and all h e n K. , 
1 1. 
00 
The set n Ki is closed. Let K be clopen and K ::> n K.. By 
1 00 - 1 1. 
Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show o(K) > TT a .• 
- 1 1. 
The argument is by induction on the structure of K. We can and do 
assume a .. > 0 for all i. 
l. 
Suppose K has structure o. Then either K = H or K = r/J. If 
00 
K = H, then cr(K) = 1 2: rr a1• We show K cannot be empty by 
00 1 1 
a history hen K .• Since o{K1) > a1 > 0, there exists h 1 l. -
o[q1(h
1 )](K2q2(h
1 )) 2: a2 > O, there exists h
2 e K2 such that 
constructing 
Since 
agrees 
- 15 -
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bl 1 Continue fashion to define hn with up to time r 1 (h ). in this e K n 
such that hn agrees with hn-1 up to time ( n-1 ) rn-1 h . Then let h 
be that hist~ry which agrees with hn up to time r (hn) for all n . 
Since K 
n 
is determined by time r 
n 
and 
n 
n h e K, we have 
n 
h e K 
n 
for all n . 
For the inductive step, assume the desired result for sets of structure 
less than ct and suppose K has structure 
co co 
Ci> o. Then, for a ll h, Kq1 (h) =: ( ~ K )q1(h) = n (K q1(h)) 1 n 1 n and 
Kq1(h) has structure less than a . 
Fix h e: Kl. Set q = q1(h) 
Hence, by equation ( 2 . 2 ), 
co co 
n 
and define cr' = cr[q ] , K' = K 1q, n n+ 
- Let B = (h € n K.: cr[q (h)](K +lq (h)) >ct } for n = 1, 2 , .••. n 1 1 n n n -n 
-
-
-
-
-
It would be convenient to replace the ass umption in Theorem 1 tha t 
n 
B = n K. 
n 1 1 
by the milder one that 
n 
n K.- B has small probability . 
1 1 n 
example shows there is no hope for such a generalization. 
Example. 
An 
Let X • N; lQt cr0 be a finitely additive probability on a ll subsets 
of N such that i(fn)) = 0 for al l n; let cr[n) assign mass one to 
the history (n, n, ••• ) for all n; let r = n , K = (h : h > 1}, and 
n n n -
a = 1 • . Then cr (B) = 1 for a ll n, but n K = ~-
n n n 
The next result is a simple inequality which goes in the opposite 
direction from that of Theorem 1 . 
- 16 -
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Theorem 2. 
·n 
and let c ={hen Ki: a[q (h)](K 1q {h)) > a 1) n 1 n n+ n n+ 
for n = 1,2, •••• Then 
n n n-1 
(5.3) a( n Ki) ~ Tr ai + ~ a(Ci), for n = 2,3, ••• , 
1 1 1 
and, hence, 
co co co 
a( n Ki) ~ Tr ai. + ~ a ( C • ) • 
1 1 1 1 
Proof: 
Assume (5.3) is true ·for n. Then 
n+l 
a( n K.) = f 
1 1 n 
n Ki 
1 
= f a[q (h)](K +lq (h))da(h) + j C n n n 
n n 
n K.-C 
n n~l 1 1 n 
~cr(C0 ) + an+l( rr ai + ~a(ci)) 1 1 
n+l n 
< rr ai + ~ a(c.). 0 
- 1 1 1 
The next result is innnediate from Theorems 1 and 2. 
Theorem 3. 
n 
If a(K1) = a1 and if, for all n = 1,2, ••• and all h € n K., co co 1 i 
cr[qn(h)](Kn+lqn(h)) = an+l' then a(~ Ki)= 1 ai. 
Now let {yn) be a aequence of probabilities defined cm all subsets of X. 
Define the strategy a= v1 x y2 x ••• by a0 = v1 and, for all p of length 
n, cr(p) = y 1• Such a strategy is said to be independent. Notice that n+ 
a[p] = Yn+l X Yn+2 X ••• · for every p of length n. 
Theorem 4. 
Let a= v1 X y2 X ••• be an independent st~ategy and let A0 ~ X 
for n = 1,2, •••• Then 
- 17 -
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Proof: 
00 
Let K = (h: h e A), and let 
n n n r n = n. Then ~ Kn = A1 x A2 x ••• 
and cr[qn(h)](Kn+l4n(h)) = Vn+l(An+l) for all n and h. C] 
Further results on independent strategies are in Section 9. 
Note= 
Some readers may prefer to skip the next three sections and proceed 
directly to Section 9 which contains the Borel-Cantelli lemmas and the 
strong law. Although Theorem 9.2 depends on the intervening sections, 
the strong law does not. 
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6. A "Fatou Equation." 
Recall that, if {Zn) is a uniformly bounded sequence of random 
variables on a {countably additive} probability space, then, by Fatou's 
Lenuna, 
(6.1) E{lim sup Z) > lim sup E(Z ). 
n - n n .... 00 n-t 00 
If the lim sup on the right is taken over the directed set of stopping 
variables s, then, as shown in [3], an equality·results: 
(6.2) E{lim sup Z) = lim sup E(Z. ). n s 
n-- oo s-+ 00 
Also, (6.1) follows ·easily from (6.2) in the countably additive case. For 
finitely additive probabilities (6.1) ts false,but, suitably restated, (6.2) 
continues to hold. Rather than give that result here, we prove a special 
case from which it may be derived rather easily using the methods of 
Section 3 of [4]. 
First, some notation. Let A ~X, and let cr be a strategy. Set 
A(cr) = lim sup cr{hfhs(h) e A). 
s-+ oo 
The lim sup is over all stop rules s and, by definition, means 
inf sup cr(hfh {h) e A). 
r s~r 8 
Also, for n ~ N, define the function x by x: h-+ h, he H; and, 
n n n 
if s is a stop rule, let x h-+ h where n = s"(h), he H. Then, for 
s n 
example, [x e A] denotes {h: h e A) • 
n n 
In the statement of the next theorem, the counterpart of Zn in (6.2) 
is the indicator function of the set [x e A]. 
n 
Theorem 1. 
Let cr be a strategy and Ac X. 
a(cr) and 
Then the set [x e A i.o.] is in 
n 
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• 
(6.3) a[x e A i.o.J = A(a). 
n 
{The symbol "i.o." is short for "infinitely often.") 
Proof: 
Let B = [x e A i.o.J. Also, for each stop rule s, let s be the 
n 
incomplete stop rule defined by 
s{h) = least n 2: s(h), if any, such that hn e A, 
= oo if hn ~ A for all n ~ s(h). 
* By Corollary 3.1, it suffices to show a (B) ~ A(cr)::;: cr*(B). 
(6.4) 
First we show 
* a (B) ~A(cr). 
Let e > O. Choose a stop rule s such that, if r::: s, then 
a[x e A] < A{a) + e •. Notice B c [B < co]. Let r be a stop rule and 
r -
r > s. Set r' = r /\ I. Then (I< r] = [s = r'] c [x I e A]. Hence 
- ~ r 
* a (B) < cr[B < ~1 = sup a[§< r] {corollary 3.2) 
- .-r~s 
< sup cr[x, e: A]< A(cr) + e. 
- r -r~s 
The last inequality holds since {r 2: s ~ r' 2: s). This proves (6.4). 
It remains to show 
(6.5) 
The idea of the proof is to construct an increasing sequence of stop rules 
with the property that ·oue is likely to visit A at least once between 
each pair of adjacent stop rules. Then an application of Theorem 5.1 will 
· give a lower bound to the probability of visiting A at least once between 
every adjacent pair and ·thus to the probability of visiting A infinitely 
often. 
We need two lennnas. 
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Lenuna 1. 
For every pair of positive numbers c and 6, every strategy cr, and 
every stop rule r' , there is a stop rule r > r I such that 
cr{h: A(cr[p (h)]) > 1 - e} > A(cr) - 6. 
r 
Proof of Lellmla 1. 
By Lemna 3.7.1 of [2], given e' and 61 positive, there exists r > r' 
such that cr{h: A(cr[pr(h)]) =:: e')::: A(cr) + 6'. Let g(h) = A(cr[pr(h)]) for 
he H and let a= cr[g > 1 - e].· It suffices to show that, for some 
choice of e' and 61 , a> A(cr) - 6. 
Notice O::: g ~ 1 and, by formula 3.3.1 of [2], A(cr) = f gdcr. Thus 
A( a) = { gdcr + { gdcr + { gdcr 
g>l-e] e·~~l-c] · s<c'l 
~a+ (A(a) + 61 - a)(l-~) + e', whenever c' < 1 - e. 
Hence, 
and the desired inequality holds for sufficiently small e' and 6'. CJ 
Let v be the incomplete stop rule given by · 
v{h) = least n, if any, such that h e A, 
n 
= ,+,o if h ~ A for all n. 
n 
Lemma 2. 
For every pair of positive numbers e and 6, and every strategy a, 
there is a stop rule r . such that 
cr{h: v{h) ~ r(h) and A{a[pr(h)]) > 1 - el> A(cr) - 6. 
Proof of Lemna 2. 
Let e1, e2 , e3, and e4 be small positive numbers to be specified later. 
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i 
Notice that A(a) = inf sup a[x c A]= inf a[B < ~]. For the second 
r 
s r~s s 
equation, use Corollary 3.2. Thus, we can and do choose a stop rule r 0 so that 
Now choose a stop rule r 1 so that 
r 1 ?:: r 0 and a[x e A] >A(a) -rl 
Finally, using Lennna 1, choose a stop rule ~ satisfying 
The stop rule r works if the c. are sufficiently small. 
. 1. 
To see this, let .E = [A(a[pr]) > 1 - e:3] and F = [v ~ r]. Assume 
e3 < e. Then w~ need a(E n F) > A(a) - 6. By (6.8), a(E) > A(a) - e4• 
Assume e4 < 6/2. Then it suffices to get a(E - F) ~ 6/2. 
Notice that F 2 [f0 ~ r] ? [10 ~ r 1 ]. Set G = [f0 ~ r 1]. Then E-F ~ E-G 
and, hence, it suffices to get a(E-G) ~ 6/2. · 
For each ! s E, choose a stop rule s{h) such that a[pr][x
8
(h)e A]> l-e 3• 
for each he E, let s(h) be an arbitrary stop rule. Let r 2 be the 
composition of r with the family s(,); i.e., let 
r2(h) = r(h) + s (h) (hr(h}+l' hr(h)+2' • • .}. 
Then 
Hence, 
(6.9) cr(E n [x e A]c) < C3• 
r -2 
Also, we have 
(6.10) a(Gc n [xr e A]) = cr([l0 > r 1 ] n [xr e Al) ~ a[r1 < 10 ~ r 2 ] 2 2 
= a[~0 ~ r 2] - a[t0 ~ r 1] ·~ a[t0 < 00 ] - a[xr1
€ A] 
:5 el+ e2• 
The last inequality follows from (6.6) and (6.7). 
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By (6.9) and (6.10}, 
cr(E - G) = cr(E n Ge n [x e A]) + cr(E n Ge n [x e At) ~ e1 + e2 + €._,• r2 r2. J 
Choose the e:1 so that e1 + c2 + e3 < 6/2 and the proof' is complete. Cl 
Now we are ready to prove (6.5). 
Let e0 , e1 , ••• be small positive numbers. Choose a stop rule r 1 
by Lenma 2 so that 
cr[v ~ r 1 , ~(cr[q1]) > 1 - e1 ] > A(cr) - c0 , 
where q1(h) = p (h). Define rl 
K1 = [v ~ r 1 , A(cr[q1]) > 1 - e1]. 
Suppose now that the stop ~les r 1 , ••• , rn and clopen sets K1, ••• , Kn 
are defined. Let q. (h) ~ p (h) · and assume: 
1 r 1 
(a) r 1(h) < ••• < rn(h) for all h, 
(b) K. = [f. 1 < r., A(cr[q.]) > 1 - c1 ] 1 1- - 1 1 
(c) cr[q"i-l(h)]{K1q1_1 (h)) ~ 1 - e: 1_1 for 
for i = 2, ••• , n, 
h E: K. l' i = 2, ••• , n. 
1-
We want to define r 1 - and K 1 so that (a), (b), and (c) continue to n+ n+ 
~1old. 
Let he K. By (h), A(cr[q (h)]) > 1 - e • So, by Lennna 2, there 
n n n 
is a stop rule s(h) such that 
(6.11) 
For h e Kc, let s(h) be an arbitrary stop rule. Let r 
1 
be the 
n n+ 
composition of r with s(•); i.e., let 
n . 
rn+l(h) = rn(h) + s(h)(hr (h)+l' hr (h)+2'•••>• 
n n 
Define K 1 by (b) with i = n + 1. Then (c) also holds with i = n + 1 n+ 
.i. and, in fact, is just (6.11). 
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By induction, we have {a}, (b), and (c) for all n. By Theorem 5.1, 
Also, if 
< r 1(h) 
- n+ 
00 00 
a( n K) > (A{a) - e0) rr (1 - c ). 1 n - 1 n 
00 
hen K, then, for all n, there is an i 
1 n 00 
and h. e A. Hence, n K c B. Since the 
1. n -1 
equation (6.5) follows. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. 
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such that rn(h) ~ i 
e are arbitrary, 
n 
.. 
.L 7. A Generalization of the ''Fatou Equation." 
The main object of this section is to prove the following generalization 
1a1 of Theorem 6.1. 
... 
la! 
l..t 
... 
-
Theorem 1 • 
Let o be a strategy on H and let K1, K2 , •.• be a sequence of 
clopen subsets of H. Then the set B = {h: he K i.o.) is in a(o). Further 
n 
suppose that r 1,r2 , ••• is a strictly increasing sequence of stop rules on H 
such that, for every n, K is determined by time 
n 
r. If 
n 
sis a stop rule 
on Hand he H, let ;(h) = min{n: r (h) > s(h)). Then o(B) = lim sup o(h:h€Ks(h)). 
n - g-t 00 
(The lim sup is taken over all stop rules s on H.) 
It should be remarked that, for a stop rules, the function s defined 
above is not necessarily a stop rule. However, the set {h: he Ks(h)} is 
~ clopen and, in fact, is determined by time rs, where r
8
{h) = rs(h)(h). 
.... 
... 
The idea of the proof is familiar enough to probabilists. It is that 
of replacing the set of states of a discrete stochastic process by a 
new state space consisting of all finite sequences of members of the 
original state space. However, in our context, there is an obstacle to 
i..1 moving back and forth freely between the two situations. In transferring 
probabilities from the old situation to the new one, the property of 
-
.... 
.. 
.. 
.... 
la 
lal 
being determined by a strategy must be preserved, because our methods only 
apply to probabilities which have this property. The first three lennnas 
are part of a rather indirect way of overcoming this obstacle. A more 
explicit approach is possible, but the notation involved, at least for 
us, was quite unappealing • 
For the first lemma, let Y be a non-empty set and N G = y • Consider 
G to have the product top9logy, each Y having the discrete topology. 
Lenuna. 1. 
Let ~: H _. G in such a way that C = ~(H) is closed in G and 
~ is a lmmeomorphism of H to C (relative topology). Let o be a 
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strategy on H and A be the finitely additive probability defined by 
Then 
1 . 
1(L) = a(~- (L)), L clopen in G. 
1*(A) = a*(cp-1(A)) 
1*(A) = a*{cp-1(A)) 
for all Ac H. 
Proof: 
Using 1 to denote the extension to u(1) as in Section 3, the 
first step is to show 
1(Q) = a(cp -l(Q)) 
for each Q open in G. The inequality 1(Ql ~ a(~-1(Q)) is trivial. 
In the other direction, let -1 K~cp (Q). Then cp(K) ~ Q and cp{K) is 
closed in G, the latter by the assumptions on cp. By Corollary 3.2 there 
is an L, clopen in G, such that 
Then, 
Thus 
since K ~ ~-~(L), 
a(K) ~ a(cp-1(L)) = 1(L) ~ X(Q). 
-1 1(Q) = a(~ (Q)). The remainder of the proof is routine. D 
Lemma 2. 
Let A be a collection of finitely additive probabilities on the 
clopen subsets of H. Suppose that A is closed in the following sense: 
If 1 e A, there exists 1°, {1x; x e X), where 1° is a probability on x 
and (1x; x e X) is a family of members of A, such that 
1(K) = J 1x(Kx)d10(~) 
for all K clopen in H. 
- .26 -
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Then, for each A e A, there is a strategy a on H such that 
a(K) = l(K) for all K clopen in H. 
Proof: 
The following inductive definition helps in avoiding many parentheses: 
Let 1 e A. If p is empty, set 
p 1 = 1 • 
Suppose AP has been defined as a member of A for all p of length m, 
where m is a fixed non-negative integer. Then, if q has length m + 1, 
it is uniquely of the form px, whose p has length m and x e X. Set 
This definition implies 
for all 1 e A, z e X, and p a finite sequence of elements of X. 
The next step is to associate a strategy pl with each 1 e A in 
the following manner: 
(pl)(p) = (lp)O. 
For each x, the conditional strategy (pA)[x] satisfies 
(pl)[x] = PAX, 
as is seen by applying(*). A proof by induction on the structure of K 
(clopen) then shows that 
· (p A) (K) = l(K) 
for all 1 e A. D 
For the remainder of :·this section, let Y be the set of all finite 
sequences (including the empty one) of elements of X, and let G = yM• 
To every p e Y and every sequence r 1, r 2, ••• of pointwise strictly 
increasing stop rules on H, associate a ma,p ~: H ~ G defined by 
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(7.1) 
where q (h) = p {h). Let I be the collection of all such ~- It 
n r 
n 
is straightforward to check that each cp e I satisfies the assumptions 
of Lennna 1. 
LeUDDa 3. 
Let cr be a strategy on H and_ cp e f. Then there is a strategy 
. 1 
cr on G such that 8(L) = cr(cp- (L)) for all clopen L contained in G. 
Proof: 
For each strategy a on H and each ~ e I, let 1 = cpcr denote 
the finitely additive probability on the clopen sets L in G which satisfies 
l(L) = (cpcr)(L) = cr(cp-1(L)). 
Denote by A the collection of all X obtained in this fashion. It 
suffices to show that A satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2 if H 
is replaced by G there. 
Let X = qxr e A ·and assume cp is given by Equation (7.1). Set 
~(h) = pq1(h) and define ·XO to be the distribution of ~(h) under a; 
that is, for BS Y, i 0(B) = cr{h: ~(h) e B). Let ye Y. If y = ~(h) 
for some h, let cy1 be that element of I which is associated with y 
and the sequence of stop rules {rn[q1(h)]}~2 , and let cry= cr[q1(h)]. 
'-' Notice that these definitions are unambiguous. If y is not of the form 
~(h) for some h {an event of 1° probability zero), let ~Y be an arbitrary 
element of I and let ay be an arbitrary strategy on H. Set xY = ~YcrY. 
Let C = cp(H) and · cY = cpy(H) for all y. Notice that cY = Cy for 
y = ~(h). Another eiementary for11D1la·which is trying to check is 
which holds for Kc H and y = ~(h). 
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-1( ) -1( Now suppose L is a clopen subset of G. Let K = cp L = cp L n c). 
Since cp is a homeomorphism from H to C, K is clopen in H. Now compute 
°A(L) = a(K) 
=! a~(h)(Kq1(h))do-(h) {by formula 2.2 of Section 2) 
= J 1~{h)(cp~(h)(Kq1(h)))da{h) 
= j l~(h){cp(K)~{h))da{h) {by (7.2)) 
= f 1Y(cp(K)y)d1°(y) 
= f °AY(Ly n Cy)d°AO{y) {since cp(K) = L n C) 
= J iY(Ly)di0(y} (since iY{cy} = iY(cY) = 1. 
Thus, by the previous lennna, each 1 arises from a strategy. Cl 
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
For each n, let r be a stop rule on H such that K 
n n 
is 
determined by time rn. Assume without loss of generality_ that the rn 
are strictly increasing. {If they were not strictly increasing, each 
r could be replaced by s where s 1 = r 1 and s · 1 = max{r 1 , s + 1).) n .· n n+ n+ n 
Let q (h) = p {h} for all n and h, and let cp: H _. G be defined 
n r 
n 
by (7.1) with p the empty sequence. Set 
Then 
A= (ye Y: for some n e N and he H, y = 4n(h) and he Kn). 
~(B} = (g e G: g e A i.o.) n c, 
n 
where C = cp{H}. A fact useful for checking this equation is that, given 
n, me N and h. h 1 e H, if 4n(h) = 4m{h'), then n = m. 
-1 Let l(L} = a(~ {L)) for L a clopen subset of G. By Lemma 3, 1 
arises from a strategy. It fpllows from Theorem 6.2 that cp(B) e G(l) 
and then, from Lemma 1, that Be G(a). 
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For n e N, let yn be defined by Y: g ... g, g e G; and, if r 
n n 
is a stop rule on G, y: g ... g where n = r(g), g e G. Then from 
r n 
Theorem 6.1, it follows that a(B) = X(~(B)) = A[Yn ~ A i.o.] = lim sup X[yr~ A]. 
r-+ 00 
What remains to be shown is that 
(7.3) lim sup X[yr c A] = lim sup a{h: Ii c K8 {h)), 
r-+ oo s-+ co 
where the first lim sup is over stop rules r on G and the second over 
stop rules s on H. 
To each stop rule r on · G associate a stop rule s = a{r) on H 
where, for he H, s{h) = r (h) 
n 
if r(cp(h)) = n. It's easy to check 
that s is a stop rule and then that the following hqld: 
(a) s(h) = r(~(h)) for all he H, 
(b) q,-1[yr E: A] = {h: he ¾(h)), 
(c) X(yr e A]= a{h: he Kl(h)). 
Now let s be a stop rule on H. Define a stop rule r = a{s) on 
G as follows: If g = q,(h) for some h, let 
r(g) = min{n: r (h) > s{h)). 
n -
Suppose g ~ ~(H). If there is a g' e ~(H) such. that g and g' agree 
in the first r(g') coordinates, let r(g) = r{g'). If there is no 
such g', let r(g) be the first n such that no history in ~(H) agrees 
with g up to time n. Such an n must exist since cp(H) is closed. 
(This construction is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2.11.1 in [2].) 
It is straightforward to check that r is a stop rule and that equations 
• (a}, {b), and (c) continue to hold. 
To prove (7.3) let r 0 . be a stop rule on G and set s0 = a(r0). 
Let s be a stop rule on H with s::: s0 • Let r = ~(s0) and r' = rVr0 • 
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Then r' :::: r 0 and r' 
= cr{h: he Kl(h)) and 
now that 
agrees with r on ~(H). Hence, l[y ,e A]= l[y e A] 
r r 
sup l[yr e A]?: sup a{h: he Kr'(h)). It follows 
r;;a-0 s~s0 
lim sup l[yr e A]?: lim sup cr{h: he ¾·(h)) • 
r-t 00 S-t 00 
The opposite inequality is proved similarly. Cl 
If {E) is a sequence of events in a (countably additive) probability 
n 
space, then P[E i.o.] = lim P( U E.). The next theorem gives an 
n · . i 
n... oo i:::?n 
analogous result for strategies. 
Theorem 2. 
Let a be a strategy and {KJ a sequence of clopen sets. For each 
stop rule s, let A = (h: he U K ). Then the A are open and 
s ~s{h) n s 
a(A) converges monotonically down to a[K i.o.] as s -.oo through 
s n 
the directed set of stop rules. 
Proof: 
Let s be a stop rule and he A. 
s 
Set n = s(h) and p = p (h). 
n 
Then A p = U Kip is open. Furthermore the set of histories h whose 
s i:::?n . 
first n coordinates agree with p and whose coordinates from n + 1 on 
form an element of Asp is an open set containing h and contained in 
A. Therefore A is open. 
s s 
Notice also that A ::>A 
s - r 
and equals inf cr(A ). 
s 
s 
Now, as in Theorem 1, let 
when s < r so clearly lim 
S-t co 
cr(A ) 
s 
exists 
{r} be a strictly increasing sequence 
n 
of stop rules such that, for every n, K is determined by time r. 
n n 
For each stop rule s and he H, let q
8
(h) = pr (h) where r
8
(h) = rs(h)(h). 
s 
It's easy to verify that r is a stop rule and so, by Corollary 4.1, 
s 
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' 
cr[K i.o.] = f cr[q (h)]([K i.o.Jq (h))dcr(h) 
n s n s 
<f cr[q (h)]( U K q (h))dcr(h) 
- s ~s(h) n s 
= cr(A ) • 
s 
Take the infinn.tm over s to get cr[K i.o.] < lim cr(A ). 
. n - s s-+ co 
The opposite inequality uses the formula of the previous theorem 
which can be written as 
cr[K i.o.] = inf sup cr{h: he Ks(h)}. 
n r s~r 
For evecy stop rule r and he H, let t (h) 
r 
be the least r (h) (if any) 
n 
such that r (h) > r(h) and he K, and let t (h) = co if there is no 
n - n r 
such r (h). Then t is an incomplete stop rule and, by Corollary 3.2 
n r 
and the fact that r > s for every stop rule s, 
s - ' 
cr[t <co]= sup cr[tr < s] 
r -s 
= sup cr[t < r ]. 
r - s s 
If s is a stop rule and s > r, let s0 = t A r • Then s0 is a stop 
- r s 
rule, s0 > r, and [t < r] = [t = s0 ] c {h: he Kv (h)}. Hence, - r- s r - s 0 
cr[t <co]< sup cr{h: he KY(h)}. But (t <co]= U (K n [r > r]) =,A, 
r - s r n n- - r s~r n 
and so a[t <co]> cr(A ). Take the infimum over r to complete the 
r - r 
proof. D 
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8. a( <:1) Contains the G ~. 
As shown in Section 3, every strategy defined on the clopen sets 
has a natural finitely additive extension to an algebra containing the 
open sets. An obvious question is: What other sets are in the algebra? 
The next theorem provides some information, as does Section 10, but a 
fully satisfactory answer remains to be given. 
Theorem 1. 
Let <:1 be a strategy. Then Q(<:1) contains all sets which are· · 
countable intersections of open sets. 
The proof uses the following two lemmas. 
Lennna 1. 
Let o1 202 2 ... be a sequence of open sets in H. Let t 1 , t 2 , ••• 
be a sequence of incomplete stop rules satisfying: 
Set 
Then 
(*) 
0 = [t < ~], n = 1,2,3, •••• 
n n 
K. = U [t. = i], i = 1,2, •••• 
1 j J 
(n O) n [lim supt = -t«>] = [K occurs i.o.] • 
n n n 
n 
Proof: 
and 
the 
Suppose he [K occurs i.o.J. 
n 
Then there exists 
j 1, j 2 , j 3, ••• such that 
jk's are distinct; since, 
tjk(h) = 1\· for all k e N. Now all 
if jk = ja then 1\ = t. (h) = t. (h) = 
XI Jk J:_e 
This implies that h belongs to the left hand side of(*). 
Next, suppose h is a member of the left hand side of(*). Then 
there exist positive integers m1, m2 , m3, ••• such that t (h) = m, n n 
all n, and lim sup m = -t«>. The latter implies that the set 
n 
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M = {m1, m2 , ••• ) is infinite. But he Kj for all j e M. Cl 
Lemma 2. 
Suppose, in addition to the hypothesis of Lennna 1, that the set 
G = n On has an empty interior. Then· ·GS [lim sup 
n 
Proof: 
Suppose,by way of contradiction, that h c G and 
t = -fOO]. 
n 
t (h} < b 
n -
for 
all n, where b is a fixed positive integer. Then G contains all 
A 
he H such that 
,.. 
hi= hi, for i = 1, ••• , b. 
This follows from the fact that each t is an incomplete stop rule and 
n 
t (h} < b. The contradiction is established. Cl 
n -
• Proof of Theorem 1. 
The lennnas together with Theorem 7.1 imply that a(a) contains every 
G0 (i.e., countable intersecticn of open sets) with empty interior. 
Let G be an arbitrary G 6 and let I be its interior. Then 
le, being a closed subset of the metrizable space H, is also a G0• 
• Thus G n le is a GO with empty interior and so is in G(cr). Also, the 
open set I is in G(a). Hence, G = (G n Ic) U I is also. D 
-
-
-
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9. The Borel-Cantelli Lemmas and a Strong Law of Large Numbers. 
The question which is tentatively raised in t his section is whether 
the classical strong limit theorems continue to hold in a finitely additive 
theory and, if so, iri what form. The "Fatou equation" of Section 6 can, 
for example, be considered as the analogue of Fatou's Lemma. Theor ems 1 
and 2 below are finitely addit ive versions of the Borel -Cantelli lemmas. 
Theorem 3 corresponds to the strong law for independent, uniformly bounded 
variables. 
For the first two theorems, assume the same setting as in paragr aph 2 
of Section 5~ 
Theorem 1.  
Suppose that for n = 1, 2, ••• 
If Ea < oo , then a[K i.o . ] = O. 
and h 8 H, a(q (h)](K 1q (h)) < a 1 • n n+ n - n+ 
n n 
Proof: 
Let n ~ N. Notice that a (Kc 1 ) = J a [q (h)](Kc 1q (h))da (h) > 1 - a n+ n n+ n - n+l 
and , for k 8 N and h € H, a(qn+k(h) ] (K~+k+lqn+k(h)) ~ 1 - a n4 k+l " By 
Theorem 5.1, a ( n K~ ) > TT (1 - a.)> 1 - /J a . -+ 1 as n _, oo . (The 
i>n l. - i>n l. - i>n l. 
s econd inequality uses the elementary f ac t that ll p. > 1 - ~p. 
l. - l. 
for 
numbers pi such that O ~pi~ 1. ) Since, for a ll n, [ K i. o • ] c U K. 
m - i>n1. 
( c )c = n K. , the proof is compl ete . O 
i>n l. 
In the conventional theory, the result corresponding to the previous 
theorem s tates that, f or arbitrary events A, if E P(A) < oo , then 
n n 
P[A i.o.] = O. The same is not true here as the following exampl e shows. 
n 
Examp l e. 
Let X and a be as in the example of Section 5. Let K = (hlh < n n-
for n € N. Then a(K) = 0 for all n,but a [K i . o.] = 1 as can be seen n n 
by appl ylng Theorem 4. 1. 
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Corollary 1. 
Let a= y1 x v2 x ••• be an independent strategy on H as defined 
in Section 5. Let i 1 , i 2 , ••• be a sequence of positive integers and 
suppose 
Set 
i 
A c X n for all n. 
n-
r l· r = i + ••• + i 1+ 1, n _> 2; 1 = ' n 1 n-
s n = i 1 + • • • + in, n ~ 1 ; ~nd 
K = {h: (h , ••• , h ) e A), n > 1. 
n r s n 
n n 
If ~ cr(Kn) <~,then cr[Kn i.o.] = 1. 
Proof: 
For each n, K is determined by time r and, for all h, 
n n 
A reader mainly interested in the strong law can skip the next theorem 
and its corollary. 
Theorem 2. 
Suppose that for n = 1, 2, ••• 
If r a =~,then cr[K i.o.] = 1. 
and he H, cr[q (h)](K +lq (h)) > a 1• n n n - n+ 
n n : 
Proof: 
Let s be a stop rule. For he H, let B(h) = r (h) 
n 
if s(h} = n. 
Then § > s and it is easy to check that I is a stop rule. By Theorem 7.2, 
it suffices to show cr(A1) = 1 where Ag= {h: he U k ). 
~(h) n 
Let he H and suppose s(h) = n. Then 
cr[pB(h) J(AgPg(h)) = o-[qn(h)]( _U Kiqn(h)) 
. 1~ 
• 1 - cr[qn{h)]( n K~qn(h)) 
i;?:n 
> 1 - rr (1-a ). 
i;?:n i 
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The inequality follows from an application of Theorem 5.1.to the strategy 
a[qn(h)] and clopen sets {K~4n(h)) 1~. Also 
m m 
TT ( 1-a. ) < TT ( 1-a. ) < exp ( - ~ a. ) _. 0 as m .... co , 
i~n 1 - i=n 1 - i=n 1 
and, hence, cr[p9(h}](AgPf(h}} = 1 for all h. Now apply Corollary 4.1, 
to get cr(A9) = 1. Cl 
Corollary 2. 
Let cr and the K be as in Corollary 1. 
n 
If ~ a(K) = co, then 
n 
cr[K i.o.] = 1. 
n 
Proof: 
Similar to that of Corollary 1. Cl 
we are grateful to David Freedman for pointing out that conventional 
methods now suffice to prove the next result. The particular proof given 
is similar to that of Theorem 5.1.2 in [l]. In the sequel, ag is used 
• as a brief notation for J gdcr. 
Theorem 3. 
Let cr be an independent strategy on H and, for n = 1, 2, ••• , let 
Yn be a real-valued function on H which depends only on the th n coordinate. 
Assume that IYn (h} I :S 1 for all n 
(h: ! r.1?- l Y. (h} _. 0) 
and h, and that crY = 0 for all n. 
n 
Then the set 
Proof: 
n i= i. 
is in a(a) and has a-measure one. 
Let s0 = O, Sn= Y1 + ••• + Y, and T = S , - s( l)' n n n. n- • for 
n = 1,2, •••• Notice that a(S 2 ) < n and cr(T2 ) < a(S2 ,) < n! 
n - n - n. -
for all n. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is in four steps. 
T 
Step 1. a[~ .... O] = 1. 
n. 
To see this, let Then apply Chebyshev's ine4uality, 
which clearly holds for finitely additive measures, to get 
T2. 1 2 
cr(K ) = cr[ n > ::'2' ] < ~ • 
n (n!)2 - n - n. 
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Thus L cr(K) <~ and, since the K are defined in terms of disjoint 
n n 
sets of coordinates, c·orollary 1 applies to give cr[K i.o.] = O. Since 
n 
T 
[~ -+ O] ::> [K i.o.]c, 
n. - n 
step 1 is complete. 
s ' 
Step 2. cr[ ...g;. .... 0-} = 1. 
- n. 
Notice that 
Is , I n. 
ii! < 
and, hence, 
ITnl 
+n; 
S I T [...g;_ -+ O] ::, [~ ... O]. 
n. - n. 
ITnl 
+n; 
Step 3. For n = 1, 2, ••• , set 
D 
D = max(lsk- s ,I : n!_< k < (n+l)!). 
n n. -
Then cr[~ ... O] = 1. 
n. 
To check this step, first notice that, for all n, 
a(s4) = ; a(Yi) + 6 ~ a(Yf )a(Y~) ~ 3n2 • 
n i=l l~i<j~n J 
Clearly, the same inequality 
holds if S is replaced by the sum of any n distinct Y. 's. Furthermore, 
n i 
4 (n+l)! 4 n < 1J Is - s ,I 
n - k=n!+l k n. 
and, hence, 
( ) . I I 4. n+l .-n. 3 3 
cr (D ) < 3 !J k2 < 3 [ ( n+ 1) ! - n ! ] < 3 [ ( n+l) ! ] • 
n - - -k=l 
The completion of this step is similar to step 1. For each n, let 
D 1 
L = [~ > -- ]. By Chebyshev, 
n n. - 4,Jn D4 3 
cr(L) = cr[. n > !. ] < 3~(~+1) • 
n (n! )4 - n - n. 
Since L cr(L) <oo, cr[L i.o.] = O. The step is finished because 
n n 
D 
n 1. , 1c [::T -+ 0 :;i, [L · i.o. • n. - n 
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Step 4. a[~ ... O]. = 1. 
n 
Then 
Thus 
For each n, let m = m(n) be that integer ~uch that m! < n < (m+l)! • 
lsnl 
- n 
D + Is I < m m! 
m! • 
S D S , 
[~ ... O] ::, [~ ... O] n [~ ... O] • 
n - n. n. 
Step 4 and the proof-of the theorem are now complete. D 
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10. Relation to Countably Additive Theory. 
If a strategy a satisfies conventional measurability and countable 
additivity assumptions, then ~tandard countably additive extension theorems 
can be applied. It is shown below that the present finitely additive 
extension is consistent with the conventional one and assigns measure to 
as many sets. Thus the finitely additive probability theorems of previous 
sections are, in a sense, extensions of the conventional theory. 
Let B be a sigma-field of subsets of X and let 00 B =BXBX ... 
be the product sigma-field of subsets of H. It is assumed in this section 
that cr is a measurable strategy with respect to a. That is, cr is assumed 
to satisfy 
(i) a0 is countably additive when restricted to B and, for every 
finite sequence (x1, ••• , xn), a (x1, ••• , xn) is countably additive 
when restricted to a, 
(ii) for every n and every B c 8, a (x1 , ••• , xn)(B) is a jointly 
measurable function of (x1, ••• , xn). 
Then,_ as is well-known,there is a unique countably additive probability 
00 
measure v on B such that v(A) = a(A) for every cylinder set A; that 
is, for every set A of the form B1 X B2 X ••• where each B. e S and ]. 
B. = X for all but finitely many i. Let C be the completion of 3 ]. 
under v. 
Theorem 1. 
If cr is a measurable strategy with respect to a, then a(cr) contains 
C and cr agrees with " on C. 
The proof is given in several rather technical lennnas. The heart 
of the argument is Lemma 2. 
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Lemma 1. 
Let K be a clopen set and let Kc i'. Then a(K) = v(K). 
Proof: 
The proof is by induction on the structure of K and is presented 
in detail in Section 2 of [4]. CJ 
Lemma 2. 
Let t be a B00-measurable incomplete stop rule. Then a[t <oo] = v[t < oo]. 
Proof: 
Notice that 
a[t < oo] = sup(a[t _:5 s]: s a stop rule} (by Corollary 3.2) 
2: sup(a[t ~ n]: n a positive integer} 
= sup{v[t ~ n]: n a positive integer) (by the previous lemma) 
= v[ t < oo]. 
The final equation above u,es the countable additivity of 00 " on 113 • 
To complete the proof it suffices to show that, for every stop rule s, 
(10.1) a[t ~ s] ~ sup a[t ~ n] • 
n 
The proof of (10.1) is by induction on the structure of s. If s is 
constant, (10.1) is clear. It remains to check the inductive step. 
Recall that 
s[x](h) = s(xh) - 1, 
and set 
t[x](h) = t(xh) - 1. 
Notice that, for each x, s [xl is either a stop ru.le or identically equal to 
zero. Also, s[x] has smaller structure than that of s if the structure 
of s is larger than zero. Similarly, t[x] is either a 00 113 -measurable 
incomplete stop rule or identically zero. Finally, the conditional 
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strategy a[x] is measurable, for each x, becau$e a is. Now compute 
.(10.2) a[t ~ s] = J a[x]([t :5 s]x)c:Io-0(x) 
= J a[x][t[x] ~ s[x]]da0{x) 
~J sup a[x][t[x] ~ n]dcr0(x). 
n 
The inequality follows from the inductive assumption. 
Let e > 0. For x c X, define 
N(x) = min{k:(o[x][t[x] < k]) > (sup o[x][t[x] < n]) - e}, 
- - -n 
and let M(h) = N(h1) + 1 for h f! ~-· Then, by (10.2), 
(10.3) o[t ~ s] 5J a[x][t[x] ~ N{x)]c:Io-0{x) + e 
= j a[x]([t 5 M]x)da0(x) + e 
;:: a[ t :5 M] + e 
= "[ t ~ M] + e • 
The last step, which follows from Lemma 1, requires that M be 
00 B -measurable. This will follow easily from the B-measurability of the 
function 
x ~ o[x][t[x] ~ n], x t X. 
This has the form x ~ a[x]Ax, where A is B00-measurable and has finite 
structure. The quantity a[x]Ax can be evaluated in a natural way as 
an iterated integral (see, for example, formula 2.6.l in [2]) involving 
finitely additive extensions of the countably additive a(p)'s~ A little 
reflection shows that the· iterated integral has the same value as the 
00 • ] usual Lebesgue integral. The B -measurab1lity of x ~ a[x Ax then follows 
by the standard arguments. 
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co . Since M is 8 -measurable and v is coun~ably additive, there exists 
an integer n such that "[M ~ n] 2: 1 - e. SQ, by (10.3), a[t ~ s] ~ 
v[t :5 M] + c :5 "[t::: n] + 2e ~ a[t ~ n] + 2e. The last equation is by 
Lemma 1. Since e was arbitrary, (10.1) is now proved. 0 
co Let 3' be the collection of all 8 -measurable incomplete stop rules t. 
For ASH, define 
and 
Notice 
Let 
Lemma. 3. 
* . 
v (A) = inf { "[ i: < co]: t C 3', A S [ t < oo ]l, 
"*(A) = sup{v[t = co]: t e 3', A 2 [t = oo]}. 
* C v*(A) = 1 - v (A ) • 
* C' ={ASH: v (A)= v*(A)). 
* The collections C and C' coincide. Also, v restricted to C is 
* the completion of v and, in particular, v is countably additive on C. 
Proof: 
First notice that C' is a sigma-field. To see this check in 
order that C' is closed under the taking of complements, finite unions, 
and countable increasing unions. 
Now let A be a cylinder set in 00 t8 • Then there is an n e N and 
a set B c Xn such that A= {(x1, ••• , xn,~··> : (x1~ ••• , xn) e B). 
Define t(h) = co or n accordin~ as h' A or he A; and v(h) = co 
or n according as h c A or h ' A. Then t, v e 3' and [ t < oo] = A = [ v:::00] • 
Thus A e C' co and C' ::> B • 
To see C' S: C, let A c C'. Write O for sets of the form [ t < co] 
and C for sets of the form [ t = co] when t e 3'. Then there exist sets 
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On and C for n e N, such that the O's are decreasing, the C 's 
n n n 
* are increasing, o :, A ::> C , v(o ) ... ~ (A), and v(O - C ) .... o. Then 
n- - n n n n 
U C c A, A - UC C n O - U C , and v(n O - UC ) = O. Thus A differs 
n- n- n n n n 
00 from U c by a subset of a 8 set which is v-null and, hence, A e C. 
n 
* . * Notice also that v (A)= v(U en). Hence, v agrees with the completion of 
* v on C1 • But C1 
Therefore C = C'. 0 
is clearly complete fo~ v and so is complete for v. 
The next lenuna ·finishes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lenuna 4. 
For every A S;H, 
* * . v (A) :!: a (A) :!: a*(!) ~ "*(A). 
* * Hence, a( a} 2 C and a agreef1 with v on c. 
Proof: 
Easy, but it requires Le~ 2. CJ 
Two brief remarks.conclude this section. 
Suppose X is finit~ or countable and B is the set of all subsets 
00 * * of x. Then every incomplete stop rule is B -measurable. Hence, a = v 
and a(cr) . 00 is just the usual completion of a under v. In particular, 
the usual examples of non-measurable sets give examples of sets not in 
a(cr). 
Finally, a(a) is sometimes strictly larger than C, since a(a) 
always contail\S all clopen sets and it can easily happen that some clopen 
sets are not measurable. 
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